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Fence panels and gates made 
from COLORBOND® steel are 
manufactured by our team in 
Queensland. 

The COLORBOND® steel used 
to manufacture the fence panels 
and gates comes with a 10 year 
warranty*, is termite proof, does not 
catch fire and is built to withstand 
the harsh Australian weather 
conditions. 

Fence panels and 
gates made from 
COLORBOND® steel 
are built to last.
They are easy to maintain and easy 
to install yourself. Alternatively 
we can recommend a local fence 
installer to assist you. 

Fence panels and gates made from 
COLORBOND® steel can enhance 
the privacy and security of your home 
for you and your family.  

*Warranty subject to exclusions, application and eligibility criteria. For full terms and conditions and to 

determine the eligibility of your fence for the warranty visit bluescopesteel.com.au/warranties or call 

BlueScope on 1800 800 789. Warranties provided by BlueScope do not affect consumer rights under 

the Australian Consumer Law.

MONUMENT® 



Fence panels and gates made from 
COLORBOND® steel come in a wide range 
of panel styles and colours, including three 
sleek profiles: Sawtooth, SteelClad and 
Corrugated to suit the design of your home 
and outdoor landscaping. 

You can also personalise your fence design 
by adding lattice, slats or post caps.

Sawtooth Profile
0.35BMT (Base Metal Thickness)

SteelClad Profile
0.35BMT (Base Metal Thickness)

0.35BMT (Base Metal Thickness)

Corrugated Profile

Each COLORBOND® steel 
colour has been inspired by 
Australia’s own magnificent 
backyard. 

So whether you want colours 
that are subtle or bold, light or 
dark, cool or warm, you’ll find 
a colour that lets you blend 
the natural charm of your 
garden with your home.

We can even powdercoat 
your matching gate here in 
our Brisbane workshop.  
Talk to one of our friendly 
staff today to discuss your 
next fencing project. 

DUNE® 

With 22 colours to choose from, COLORBOND® steel makes 
it easy to get the look you want.

BASALT® 



SURFMIST® EVENING HAZE® 

DOMAIN® PAPERBARK® DUNE® BUSHLAND® WALLABY® 

SHALE GREY™ WINDSPRAY® RIVERSAND® JASPER® HARVEST® 

BASALT® 

IRONSTONE® MANOR RED® NIGHT SKY® 

WOODLAND GREY® PALE EUCALYPT® 

DEEP OCEAN® 

WILDERNESS® 

MONUMENT® 

COTTAGE GREEN® 

COLOUR  
YOUR FENCE 

The COLORBOND® steel colour swatches in this brochure have been reproduced to represent actual product 
colours as accurately as possible. However we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual 
sample of the product before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process may 
affect colour tones. COLORBOND® and ® colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. 
™ colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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